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CHAPTER I 

A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE THEORIES OF DIELECTRIC-POLARIZATION~ 

·DIELECTRIC CONDUCTION TOGETHER WITH A BRIEF REVIEW.OF 

PREVIOUS WORKS 

'1 .1. Debye Theory of Dielec~ric Polarization and 

Compl.ex Dielectric Constant:-

All matter is built up from electrically 

charged partiCles; negative electrons and positive nuClei, 

combining some times to neutral atoms and molecules, but 

in other case the particles w1 th a net charge~, such as 

ions in solution and in crystal. When a material is bring 

. into an external electric field, then every particl.es in 

the material is subjected to an "internal field" which 

is proportional to applied electric field. Under the 

influence of external field in some material. s the elect

rons in metals and ions in solution moved over a long dis

tance, such materials are called conductors. But in the 

case of insulators or diel.ectries, a very small displace

ment of charges occurs. When an electric field is applied 

to the dielectric material the force acting upon the 

charges bring about a small displacement of the electrons 

relative to the nuclei, as the field tends to shift the 

positive and negative charges in oppos~te direction. This 

di spl.acemen t is l.imi ted since the electrons are bound to 

the nuClei and therefore, reactive forces arise, which 

are proportional to the displacements for not too high 

\ 
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field intensity. Thus when electrons of an atom are 

displaced by the electric field the dielectric is said 

to be polarized and th~s type of polarization is called 

electronic polarization. Another form of polarization is 

due to the fact that the applied fields tends to direct 

the permanent dipoles. During the formation of this pola

rization a certain amount of dielectric charges is trans

ported through every plane elements in the dielectric. 

·This transport is called the displacement current~ 

After .. reo,ching the state ot equilibrium in an applied 

electric field every volume element of the dielectric 

has aquired an induced moment. 

The moment of a set of charges relative to a 

tixed point is defined by relation 

___, "' ---+ m=L-e.r. 
j I I 

••• 1 .1 

..., 
where ri is the radius vector, pointing !rom the 

chosen point to the ith. charge• The induced dipole 

moment in a volume element .6V around a point is 

denoted by 
\ 

.. .;. 
~ _... -+ 

m . :::. Pt. v = ~ N. e . S.b. v . 
rnd 1 1 r • •• 1.2 

where N.l:N 
I 

is the average number of charges e. 
I 

with displacement 
~ 

s. 
I 

, in the volume element b. '.J • 
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The vector p is generally called the "electric 

polarization" and it is the induced dipole moment per 
~ 

unit volume. The vector P is connected with the 

dielectric displacement vector 

or, 

~ ~ _, 
D = E + 4TIP 

~ ---;> 

~ D- E 
p =- --:---

4 /I 
_ (E-1)E 

~7\ 

-7 
D as 

••• 1.3a 

where • dielectric permittivitr 

and E4 7\
1 = X is the dielectric succeptibility E 

is the applied eJ.ectri c fiel.d. 

Now, it consider that a dielectric sphere of 

radius •a• in vacuum, then the formula for dipole 

moment becomes 

-7 E-1 3~ 
m:::: -~a E0 E+2 • • • 1.4 

'when a 
ry 

dielectric is pl.aced in an el.ectric field, E0 

in vacuum, then due to induction, its pol.a.r mol._ecul.es 

orientate themseJ. ves along the direction of the applied 

fiel.d. Each mol.ecule is an el.ectric dipole possessing -an electric moment. This moment m 

to 
----7 
E • So it can be written as 

0 

~ ~ 

m = o< E 0 

is proporti"onal 

• 
• • • 1 .5 

where o< is a constant cal~ed polarizabUi ty of -the 
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dielectric, which is given by 

o<.= E:-1 ••• 1 .6 
f + _2 

Thus polarizability has the dimension of volume. For 
3 

o{ = a conducting sphere polarizability • 
The conc~t of the polarizabUi ty is very impor

tant for the molecular description of matter, since all 

atoms, ions and molecules are polarisab.le. 

Polarisation f5 is divided into two parte PA 
-t 

caused by the orientation of permanent dipoles and ~ 

caused by the tranSLational effect. 

'.rhus 
••• 

Then term 

••• 1.8 

and 
-4- -

~ =L. N A 
k k k 

••• 1.9 

where N is the number of particles per unit volume, 
_, 

cl... the average po1arizabUi ty of a partial.e and E. 
I 

the average fie1d strength acting upon the parti~e. 
. \ ... 

The index K refers to the k th. kind of partiCle. 
~ 

( E i is the interna1 field which is equivaJ.ent to 
-7 -4 

that of applied field E ) • /{ k is the average val.ue 

of permanent dipole moment for k th. mo1ecule. 

< . 
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Now, in an uniform directing field Er the -AVerage dipole moment vector '/""(. ot a dipole mo~ecule 

in thermal equil.ibrium wi tb a large number of other 

molecules is, 

,_ --'1 
/-{. 

3kT Er ••• 1.10" 

---7 

In the other theories E r 
-7 

was taken equal. to E i . 

However, Onsagar showed that this is only satisfactory 

tor gases at low pressure, since in the general. case 
~ 

only a part of the internal field E· 
' 

·has a diree>-

ting influence upon the permanent dipoles. 

Combining eq. (1.9) and (1.10) 

• • • 1 .11 

From eq. (1.7), (1.8) esnd (1.11) 

--4 
p ••• 1.12 

, This is the fundamentaJ. equation. 
I 

To describe the dielectric behaviour of ga~es 
\ 

·.and po~ar molecules in a static and in a low frequency 
I 

alternating field Debye equation is used. To obtain 

De bye equation by substituting E ( f + 2) j 3 

both for (E;\ and- (~r)l< in eq. (1.12). 

~·-
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The result is 

. . 2 

E - 1 = 4f L N k ( q k + :,.k) ••• 1.1'3 
E. + 2 k 

The Debye equation ie used for calculation of 

dipole moments from measurements on dilute solutions 
~ 

of a polar compound in a nonpolar solvent. But this ie 
1 not very accurate method. Now introducing the molar 

- E_- 1 _Ii__ 
polarization [P] of the solution [PJ - E + 2 d 

where density and M -=- ~ xkMk , average 

molecular weight, 

components and 

Debye equation 

where 

is At.o~ardo'e number. 

are the molar fraction of the 

their molecular weights. The 

becomes 

• • • 1 .14 

In the solution of polar compound in nonpolar 

sol vent 

••• -~·1 .15 

where c\
0 

is the polarizabili ty of the sol vent mole-

cules, c< , )1_ and x are the polarizability, perma-

nent dipole moment and molar fractions of the solute 
. l 

respectively. 
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If [Ps] ie molar polarization of the pure 

solvent the Clausius-Mosotti equation becomes 

or, 

[ Ps] = ; 7T NA "<o 

E - 1 M ,__ 4 7T NA 
3 o(o ( + 2 d 

••• 1.16 

0 

Further. introducing the ideal molar polarization [P]d 
of the polar compound. 

. . . 2 

[ ]
0 4 T\ ( /-'( ) 

p d = ) NA \ o( + 3kT 

or, 

• • • 1.17 

Debye formula can be written in different form by elimi

nating o( with the help of the Lorentz-Lorentz equation, 

'L 
np() - 1 
n;_ + 2 

4 n N o( 
3 

A 2 _ 9 k T . ( E: - n: ) . 3 
- 4 7T N ( ( + 2) (_n~ + 2) 

where 

• • • 1.18 

Considering the correction for the reaction field and 
!.. 3 
3 7TG N = 1 Onsager reduced the eq.(1.18) taking 

to 

2 ( 2 2 ~ =- 9 k T . E.- nao) ( 2 E:. + n00 ) 

~ 7\ N E ( i -t- 2 )2 
• • • 1 .19 
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This is an important formula of Onsager's theory for 

:calculating the dipole m~ments. But the difficulty is 
' 

that, for determing_ the value of no() the atomic 

polarisation shoULd be known. 

·1.2. Physical Interpretation of Dielectric Lose 

( f" l and Loss 'Tangent• (tanS ): 

Wnen a dielectric is subjected to an alternating 

electric field there are two possibilities are found, 

. which depends on the frequency of the applied field,· the 

temperature and the kind of material. 

a) In some cases there are ·no measurable phase diffe-
-t ~ ~ r~E .renee between D and E then the relation D =- c. 

·is a1 so valid for aJ. ternating field. 

b) In otfter cases there is a eui tabl.e phase diffe-
~ ~-

_renee between D and E • Then the simple relation 
4. _. 

D = · E B is not valid for and the phase difference 

:between the potential and the true charges. of the con

denser makes it impossibl.eto use the simple formula 

C = E C
0 

for the capacity of the condenser. 

The important difference between these ,two p~ssi-.. 
bilities that in the first case no energy is absorbed by 

the dielectric from the electromagnetic field whereas in 

the second case there is- a dissipation of energy in the 

dielectric~ The dissipation of energy in the dielectric 

due to the absorption o·f electromagnetic wave is cBiled 

the "diele'ctric l.oss•. 
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A phase difference between D and E can be due 

· to three different mechanisms: 

, I) Electrical conductivity. (II) Rel.axation effect 

:due to permanent dipol. es and (III) Resonance effect 

due to rotation or vibration ot -atoms, ions or electrons. 

All a1 ternating fields are as so cia ted with eJ. ect

'romagnetic waves, thus the theory of diel.ectric loss is 

Closer rel.ated to.the theory of the absorption of el.ect

romagnetic waves by dielectric m·aterials. · 

In the case of phase difference between 
~ 

~ 

D and 

:E it is useful to describe the rel.ationsbip between 

the scalars D and E with the a;l.d of compl.ex nota

tion as 

and rf. = j(wt-~) 
D e 

0 

where b is the phase difference and w = 27ft 
,... . 

is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave; Bu:t ]) = f E 

~r, 

f -

~hue the dielectric. constant becomes compl.ex at 

frequency. The_complex diel.ectric constant 

split up into real and imaginary part E and 

respectively 

. /I 

E: - J E. 

••• 1.20 

' high 

can be 
If 

f. 

• • • 1.21 
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where 
I 

E 
· 0 r 11 

Eo Coso .and · ( 
0 

The die1ectric loss at a certain frequency is often 

indicated by the value of tan o 
II 

where tanS = E:. 
~ ••• 1.22 

Again, the dissipated energy per unit volume per second 

"of the electric field is 

2 2 II 

W 
:= wEo ,.- s· c _ WEo ( 

BIT c ma- 871 • • • f.2'3 

II 
Thus the energy is directl.y proportional t.o E:_ and 

hence to sin S 
II 

• Therefor~ t: is generaJ.ly cal.J.ed the 

J.oss factor and sin 6 the power factor. 

1. 3. DIEr.ECTRIC CONSTANT AND LOSS: 

~ • 3a. Di electric loss and reJ.. axa ti on time:-

Let in the static field the polarisation is 

•••. 1 .24 

where indicates the part of due to per-
--?> 

manent dipoles and P~ the part- due to the polariza.-

bility of the particles 

~ E:_c><J- 1 ~E 
p :: 

' co 47T 
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The time in which the permanent dipo~es needs to 

- reach the equilibrium distribution subsequent to the 

application of a static electric field is of the order of 

magnitude between 10-6 and 1o-13 seconds. This time depe

nds on the temperature, the chemic~ composition and the 

structure of the dielectric molecules. During this time 

interval the part (~)dip of 

and polarisation increases from to 
-7 

Since the time required to established Poo 

to time required to build up 

is bui1d 
-7 

l Ps) · 
reJ.ative 

is neglected. 

Then after a certain time t during this interval the 

relation becomes 

where 
---7 

pd. rp 

~ -:l ~ 
pt = p + p..J. 

o() ~.:~lp 

1 s the part of (~)d. 
lp 

already been build up. Assuming the increase of 

••• 1.26 

that has 
-> 

d Pdip 
dt 

is proportional to the difference between the final 
~ 

value and the actual val. ue of pd. • lp 
Thus 

~ 

d ( Pdjp) - _1 { ( R) - p 0 J 
d t - T 5 dip d 'P • • • 1.27 

T is a constant which measures the time lag, so it is 

called the relaxation time. 
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The re~axation time 'T may be defined as the 
1 time in whiCh the polarisation is reduced to --- th. e 

times of its original value, where e is the base of 

the natural ~ogarithm. 

Now integrating the eq. (1.27) and using the 

condition 

0 

~ -t;~ 
fd; P =cPs )diP ( 1 - e ) • • • 1 • 28 

At the a1 ternating fi.Ud at a time t, 

( 
~) - E's -1 ,.. - f 06 - 1 E* 

Ps . - , 7T Et 4 t dip 4 · .1T 
••• 1.29 

. from eq. ( 1.27) and eq. ( 1 .29) 

••• 1.'30 

the general so~ution of the above equation is 

PN- c -t;-& 1 t:s - (co E J. wt 
din = e + ;.,, . oe 

,... 411 1 +JW't" 
••• 1.'31 

The first term on the right hand side will decrease to 

an infinitely smal1 value after some time and therefore 

it·may be neglected. 

.1 .. 
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Thus the total polarisation is giVJen by 

or, 

p~~' = [(o<) -1 -t- _ _]_ . . Es - foe J E j wt 
4 71 47\ 1 + JtSt.. 0 e • • • 1.)2 

This formula indicates tha.t p* is a sinusoidal function 

of the time with the same frequency of the applied.field. 

Now the dielectric displacement ca.n be cal oulated from 

* ~ * eqlil. ( 1 • )2) and D = E E , 

D* = * * E · + 4-.r~...... P 

or, 
••• 1.33 

* Thus the complex dielectric constant (. is 

Yf- _ · Es - E.~ J-
E_ - [ Eo() + 1 + j C0'r ••• 1.)4 

or, 

• • • 1·. ~5 

The real part of the eqn. (1.35) is 

••• 1.36 

l_. 
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and the imaginary part is 

••• 1.37 

1.:5b. Distribution of relaxation time:-

According to the equations (1.:56) and (1.)7) 

it is possible to deduce 

I 

E - (00 1 
- + W2T2 Es- ("C,- 1 

••• 1.)8 

and 

II 

E uy -- -.1 +W2 T 2 E5 - {_oe ••• 1 .39 

By plot.ting the left hand side of these equations against 

log we: symmetrical curves are obtained as shown in 

Fig. 1 .1 and Fig. 1 .2 respectivel.y. The m·aximum val.ue of 

absorption is reached for log w L_ = o. Thus the an-

gular frequency corresponding to the maximum value of 

absorption is 

••• 1.40 

This resuJ. t can also be obtained from eq. ( 1 • .37) 

by taking 
d f_ II 

• The corresponding values dW =.O 
I II I If 

E. max and Lmax of € and E are obtained 

by introducing W'L= 1 in eq. ( 1 • :56) and eq. (1.)7). 
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Fig -1.1 Plot of E- E.oo versus log c..n:: • 
E.s -~~·oc:.· 



Fig-1.2 

0 
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Plot of 

.. 

II 

E. versus logwl. • 
Es- E.o 
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':!1 

I 
,.. 

+ _Eoc 1 .41 t.s ••• 
t__max - 2 

and 

II Es- foe tmax - 1.42 - ••• 
2 

·The cy-cl.ic frequency f= Wm 
271 corresponding to. 

the angular frequency CVinc:~x = Wm is generall.y -

call.ed as critical frequency. The curves of Fig. 1.3 and 
.. 

Fig. 1.4 obtained from eq. (1.36) and eq. (1.37) are 

generally called Debye curve. 

1.3c. Representation of permittivity in the complex pl.ane:-

Debye Semi Circle 

The equations for the complex permittivity 
I II 

E- E."~ 1 E w-e -
' -

1 + G.?-y'2. 
-

(s ~ Eoe Es- (ov 
-

1 + w'Lrz.. 
I (I 

are the parametric equation of a· circl. e in the ~ -and E: 

plane, on eliminating the parameter GJ Y between two 

equations and rearranging 

. 112 
( ts - t_'l) ( t_ t- (oe) :::: ( ••• 1.43 

••• 1.44 
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E: 

i 
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log w-r 

Fig -1.3 Plot of 
I 

E'. versus log w'L • 
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E 

log G.J 'L 

fl 

Fig-1.4 Plot of E. versus logc.. .. n:: • 
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which is the equation of a cirCle whose centre is 

and radius ( £s ~ E.c:0). 

,The intersection points with the abscissa are characte-

rised by 
/ 

E_ 
I 

t. = f_s respectively. = E oc. and 

This semi cirCle is shown in Fig. 1.5. This semi cirCle 

is called Debye Semi Circle. 

1.3d. Cole-Cole Distribution:-

The :-,arc dispersion function of Cole and Cole 

has been applied to analysis the experimental dielectric 

data most frequent because of the attractively .simple 

graphical form by which data of f_
1 

( w) and t-"(0) 

can be analysis in its term. Cole and Cole have shown 

that the Fig. (1.6) Debye semi cirCle centre of which 

the arc is a part'is depressed below the abscissa axis 

and the diameter drawn through the £oe, point makes 

an angle with the abscissa axis. The angle 

o<. gives the measure of distribution of relaxation time 

which may vary with temperature but not with frequency. 

The value c< lies between ( 0 and 1 ). 

The Debye equation is modified by. them as 

• • • 1.45 
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I 
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Fig-1.6 Cole-Cole Plot of £ versus£. 
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with the most probable relaxation time 'lo 

cal. culated from the relation 

1- co( 
·y ( ) U ::: \. Wlo 
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which can be 

••• 1 .46 

where v is the distance on the Cole-Cole plot from 

£ 5 point to experim~ntal point and u is the distance 

from the same experimental point to the E.oO point, if 

which is o( is zero 
v 
U· becomes equal to 

the true Debye equation. 

1.4. Expression for Dielectric Relaxation in Dilute 

Solution of Polar Molecules in Nonpolar Solvent:-

/ II 
The expre~sion for E and E have already been 

I II 

derived and if E- and E:. are determined .separately at 

certain frequency of the applied electric field the rela

xation time ~ may be determined. 

If o( 1 be the polarizabili ty of a molecule of 

the·first component (non-polar solvent) and o<
2 

that 

of a molecule of the secorid component (polar solute), and 

represent the number of molecules present 

in 1 c.c. of the solution then 

E:ac- 1 
E.O{) + 2 

I 

·'· 

•••• 1 .47 
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and 

§-:- 1 • f1 Ml + f 2 M 2 
( 5 +2 e ••• 1. 48 

where E. 00 and E: 5 are the dielectric constant of 

the solution for infinite frequency and static field res

pectively. M1 and M2 are the molecular weights of 

the two compo~ents. The density of the solution is deno

ted by f , f1 and t2 the mole fractions of the two 

components are given by 

f = ~ n1 f - n 2 
1 n1 t- n2 / 2 - n

1 
+ n 

2 
from eq. ( 1 • 47) and ( 1 •. 48) we get 

2 
E _ € _ 47TN C A 

. 5 o6-27kT 

reepecti vely, 

••• 1.49 

where C denotes the concentration of the solute molecules 

in mole/c.c. 

:··. Substituting the values of 

eq. ( 1 • 37 ) i • e. 

or, 
1[. 

£. = 

( 
.. 

E s - ~ o() · ) in 
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·!, 1 

~r, .. ·' . . . . ' 

••• 1.50 

In case of dil ~t e sol uti on of polar solute in nonpolar 

c ........ E and without c. s ,.....,. ' oCJ solvent it is assume t~at 

_ causing much error € 5 and Ec.o each can be taken 
I 

equal to E . 

Hence, 
{' 

••• 1.51 

.. 
It is seen from tbe above equation (1.51) that 

II 
for fairly low concentration the value of € is linearly 

dependent on the concentration ot polar solute molecules 

in nonpolar sol vent and -~n _ tbe :case of infinite dilution 
, . " . . I . . 

i.e. as C ---7. 0 the ·~~&l.ue of € may be repJ.aced by 

Es the static die1ect~io constant ·ot t~e solvent and 

eq. (1.51) becomes 

11 = (Es + 2 _)~ 4JTNG;.ct
2 

E. 3 ) 3kT" · 
(, . ..JC:: . 

1·+,w'---c2: ••• 1.52 

The eq. (1.52) has,been,used 1n the present investigations 

for determining the value of dipole moment and al.so rela

zation time, whenever·, possible ... from expf!rimental.l.y deter-

mined value of diel;ectrio loss 
II 

f at different frequen-

cies, temperature and concentrations. 
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. 1. 5a. Dielectric Loss and High Frequency conductivity: 

The experimental determination of dielectric 

absorption is a measure of energy 4issipation in the 

medium and in practice most system show energy loss from 

this process other than dielectric relaxation. Generally 

·these will be small and related to the d.c. conductivity 

of the medium. Assuming a homogenious medium of conduc

tivi ty K ( ohm- 1 cm-1 ) the Joule heating arising from 
II 

the conductivity contributes a ~oss ·factor E:.c (con-

ductance). So at a particular frequency, 

Total dieledri:c loss = f_'/ (total) 

- £"(dielectric) -t-

E~ ( condu dane tV 
••• 1.53 

In an ideal dielectric there would be ·. no free ions 

conduction but in actual insulating material Joules 

heat may be developed by the drift of free electrons 

and free ions in the applied field. Therefore, the total 

heat developed is the sum of the dieJ. ectri c loss and 

Joule heat. 

If a potential E is estab~ished between the 

parallel plate condenser whose dielectric material. cons

tant E and distance between· the plates and surface area 

are d and A respectively then a charge q per unit area 
l_ 

wiJ.l appear on each plate and a polarisation p will be 
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created in the dielectric. The current flowing in the 
/ 

lead of the condenser is ( A J tg ) • If it is assumed 

that conductivity due to free ions may be neglected then 

the conductivity is 

- 1 d q 
K- r·crr ••• 1.5~ 

Since v D 
E = =- - and D = 4 rr q d E = E +4ITP 

The eq. (1.54) becomes 

_ dq _ 1 d 0 _ E 
KE - CfT- 4TT dT- 47fd 

dV 
·~· dt 

where all the electrical quantities are expressed in 

e. s. u. 

When the applied potential is alternating then v 
jc.Jt may be expressed as the real part of V =V

0 
e 

where w =-27ff and the dielectric constant as 
* j . " complex E = E:. - J e:: • 

Then the total current density in dielectric 

I= dq = ~* d v ~ j w E*" v, ejcut 
dt 4Tfd dt- 411d . 0 

where E0 = ~<D 
l., 

. . ~ I • 

I ( CO E.. + · G..J E ) j UJt 
- 4 7f J 4 7f Eo e ••• 1.55 
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The total current density 'I' in the dielectric 

can be considered as the sum of displacement or capaci

tive current and conduction current 

I ::: Id + 1cond 
••• 1.56 

Murphy and Morgan (1939) deduce~ an expression 

on total. conductivity K which is a complex quantity 

and is the sum of conductivity due to displacement 

current (X") and conductivity due to conduction (x•·) 

. .. 1 1/ 
K=-K+jK ••• 1.57 

Now comparing the eq. (1.55) and eq. (1.57), the real 

part of eq. (1.55) can be considered to 

• • • 1.58 

and the imaginary part K" ••• 1.59 

Therefore, ( / . II) jGJt 
I = K +J K Eoe ••• 1.60 

For convenience in connection with subsequent account 

of methods of measurement, t~e admittance of the con

denser may be expressed in terms of' an equivalent 

para11e1 capacitance CP and conductance GP so that 

••• 1.61 
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b 

where Gp in mhos, C · in farads and 0.9 x 10~ 2 is p 

the ratio of the farad to the e.a.u. of capacitance and 

also of mhos to the e.e.u. of conductance. By using the 

expression for empty condenser capacit~ce C
0 

in farad 

A 
CO =.. ·~-- 47\ d X 0 • 9 X 1 012 

••• 1 .62 

So we can write, 

d q ,c 1 ( . ) j wt en- =. 47TCo Gp + J W Cp E0 e 
••• 1.63 

Comparing eq. (1.55) and (1.63) it is possible ·to get 

/ 

~ E - 1.64 -
Co • • • 

f/ Gp 
E. - 1.65 - wC0 

• • • 

and 

Gp 
1/ 

/ CUE K - 1.66 - 4 7T Co 47\ ••• 

The X' in ohm- 1 em -1 can be written as 

// 

K I =- _€ __ co __ ......, t 

4nx0 .. 9x101
2. 

// 

f~ 
• • • 1.67 
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where f is the frequency of the applied fie~d. 

The instantaneous power or heat deve~oped per 

second. which is the mUltip~ication of current given 

in eq. ( 1.55) and vol. tage given by B
0 

Coe we and 

· integrat~ng over hal.f period, the mean power or heat 

developed 

{/ 2 

28 

2 
1 E0 W per second = K - 2- G.Jf: I 

4 71 
. E0 ergs sec 

••• 1.68 

.Heat devtaoped per cycle in the dielectric 

II 2 
E: Eo 
- 4 ·· W per cycle = ergsjsec 

••• 1.69 

' 
Eq. (1.68) and eq. (1.69) shows that K' is proportional 

C 1/ to the heat developed per second and ~ is proportional 

to the heat devel.oped per cy<ll e. 

1.5b. High Frequency Conductivity of Die~ectric 

Po~ar Mo~ecul.ee:-

1/ 

'Ft : WE:_ II , In .n. , E. 1 s eubsti tuted from the 411 . 

Debye equation (1.37) i.e. 

t...'':::. Es - (oo wl:' 
1 + l.>.:l-'L2 

the high frequency conductivity K' becomes 

••• 
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This equation !!bows that !:' does not pass thr.ough maxi-

mum as 
II 

E , but increase with W , approaching to 

limiting vaJ.ue Koo , the infinite frequency conduc-

~ivi ty, which is reached when 1 can be neglected in com-

pari son with 6.}--r-2 that is as W-7 oo , w2c:;'2-)) 1, 

so that 

••• 1.71 

1.5c. High Frequency Conductivity of Dilute Solution o~ 

Polar J4olecu1es in Non-polar Solvent:-

It is seen in eq. (1.51) that for fairly low con-

'' centration the E is iinearly dependent on the concen-

tration of polar solute molecules in nonpolar solvent 

(II=(. E:' + 2 _,
2 

471N C/1._2 . Wl: . 
3 J 3 k T 1 + w2 --(2.. 

But at very low concentration that is at c -7 0 the 

f.' may be replaced by · £ 5 dielectric constant of the 

solvent. Then the above equation becomes 

(_
11 =( (5 + 2_)

2 
4 7T N C x

2 
GJ'L 

3 ) ~3~kTT~-----~1~+~W~~~L~L 

/I 
Substituting this value of E in K' = 

~. ,: . 

(I 
WE:. 
4 Tr . 

The high frequency conductivity of solution becomes 
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2 2 2 
K1 

::: ( Es + 2). N c ~ . w --r 
3 3 k T 1 + w 2 y 2 

••• 1.72 

Tbie eq. (1.72) nas been used in the present investigation 

for.determining the value of relaxation time ~ and as well 

as the dipole moment ( A. ) of polar molecUles. 

1.6a.. Relax~Q;_£)n_ T,!.me LT_ 2 !:illd its Relation with 

Mi oro scqpi o_and_M£l.£Z'£? ... ~ • .C.Ql?i..£. l?roj!erties:""' 

In the previous sections the expression for £ 
II 

and E. have been given in terms of the relaxation 

time c .. 

I 

In Debye theory the turning couple on dipolar 

molecule caused by the applied field is opposed by a.· 

torque proportional to the angular velocity of the dipole 

and this constant denoted by-~ is dependent on the 

surrounding medium .. Debye ahown that if the dipoles are 

regarded as spheres of radi ue 'a.t imme1•sed in the 

medium with internal viscosity coefficient ~ 
Cint the 

constant J is given by the stokes formula 

a.nd the relaxation time 1~ obtained ae 

-5 
2kT 

••• 1.73 

• • • 1. 7 4 
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co~bining eq. (1.1') and eq. (1.74) we g~t 

'L- 4 7\ a
3 

k T '>lint 

DeQye assumed that the internal viscosity ~ · 
lint 
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which is a microscopic property is equal to the macro-

,j,copic viscosity ( ~ ) .of the polar liquid and thus 
,, 

the Debye relation can be written as 

T- • • • 1.75 

The above ~quation (1.75) shows that from the 

measured value of the relaxation time T. and the 

coefficient of viscosity ~ at a certain temperature ·-~ 

T the size of the rotating polar molecule may be cal

culated from the equation 

3 a ;:: 't k T 
4 Tf f'L, ••• 1.76 

where a =r ra4ius of the polar pol_ecule. Ai ternatively 

if the size of the polar molecule is known from measure

~ente, the determination of the value of the relaxation 

time ~ afford a method of obtaining the value of ~int 

fro~ which information on the structui·e of the polar 

medium may be obtained. 
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1.6b. 'Modification of D~b:y;e' s relation:-

Pe:rr:i.n f1934) modified the De bye r~lation eq.( 1 .76) 

which is app~i~bie tqr the spherically symmetric mQlecul~. 

Perrin treated the rigid di~olar q10lecule as a.p ellipsoid 
___, 

with moleeuJ.ar tlipole moment r having component ~~ 

/1--b and~ SJ.ong the three principal. axes ( ap b, c) 

of the ellipsoid ~d obtained .· .:~ an expression for the 

average moment per molecule in which the term y} / / /1 -t- jcsr 
of, equation 

1 s replaced by 

So the eq. (1.77) becomes 
~ 

/Y.-2 
3kT 

pi!-= E - 1 M 
E~+ 2 ·r 

Or, 

••• 

.. • • 1 ~ '78 

p*' = /."(\ N [o< + _]_{ ~ A
2
b ~ \) 

, . 3 :II 3kT\'1-t-Jo.rr0 -t 1+ jw11, -t J+jw~. • • 1.79 

wh~re ~-- , 'Yb and Lc -are the relaxation times of 

the dipole moment components along the three axes. 
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In ~any casQe the rigid polar molecules is approxi

~ated by @ el.lipsoidal. shape instead of being a perfect 

sphere. Moreov~r, the dipole may be along one of the axes 

of Qonsideration. In such a case the time of relazation is 

given by Fischer a~ 

47\abcf 
- k T 

. • • • 1 .so· 

~h~re a, b,· ~d c· are the semi axes of the ellipsoid 

and f is a structure factor. 

1·.7· 

f~eJ.d 

duced 

( 

Radiofreglfency. Oonductivi t' of Polar Dielectric 

Liquids and Relaxation Tirne: -· 

In an actu8.1. di eJ. e ctri c when a radiofrequency 

E ::a -E e 
j wt 

) is applied, the total heat pro-. 0 

is ~ue to the combin~d effect of dielectric loss 

and Joule'• s hefJ:ting. Thus the radiofrequency conductivity 

measurement provides an information regarding the displa

cement current and conduction current in a dielectric 

liquid. 

In reference to the previous theory of the diele

ctric conductivity eq. (1.58) it is observed that the 

product of angULar frequency and loss factor is equi-
. " . 

valent to a dielectric conductivity ( K' = ~ ~ ) 

The dielectric conductivity K' may represent as well 

an actu~ oqmio con4uctivity caused by migrating 
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charge carrier as. refer to an energy loss associated with 

a frequency dependence (dispersion) of E 
II 

, for example, 

the friction ~ccompanying ·the orientation of -dipoles. 

Sen anU Ghosh (1974, 1978) put forward a theory 

o~ conductivity based on the assumption of existence of 
I 

;free ion~· in ~oiar dielectric liquids, so that when a 

~r8.dio frequen<'Y field 1~;~ applied in the polar liquid, 

there is not only the displacement component contribut

i~ to the conductivity as assumed by Murphy and Morgan, 

but the conduction current due to free ions plays a domi

nant role• Using Murphy and Morgan's eq. (1.58) of con

Auc~ivity and Debye• s dielectric loss equation ( 1.37) 

.a general e~uation for conductivity has been obtained • 

:substituting the relaxation time 
3 

47\Yl_a 
kT 

••• 1181 

in eq. ( 1.58) which is in most cases of common dialect-

ric liquids is of the order of 1o-11 sees. The eqn.( 1.37) 

of the radio frequency conductivity becomes 

••• 1.82 

H~re at rt;ldiofrequ~ncy stage w2-y2 oonsidered to be 
2 2 

very small i.e. W L << 1 • 
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Thus it is evident that if measurement of radio

frequency co~ductivity are made at graduaL1y higher and 

higher teQipert:~.tu.re then as ( E. 5 ~ ( 0{) ) . and 4L/r 
are both decr~~sing factor of temperature, therefore K' 

shoUld decrease with the increase of temperatur~. But the 
• l ! ' 

:experimental resta ts showed that the radio frequency 

;oonductivity increases with the in<lrease of temperature. 

It is well. known that in· ca8le of ·eJ.ectro1ytes where con-· 

ductivi ty is mainJ.y due to ions, Walden's rul.e is val.id, 

which states that the product of equivalent conductance 

at infinite dilution and the viscosity of the solvent 

i~ approximately constant and independent of the nature 

of diel.ectrico 

A simUar relation observed in case of polar die-
/ 

l.ectric 11quids where K ~ = constant arid it follows 

Walden • s rule. 

Taki~ the analogy from the motion of an electron 

in an ioni~ed aas when the degree of ionization is s~all 

and assuming the resistive force as due to viscosity, 

the equation o+ motion of the ions is given by 

Q • • 

where ~a" · is the radius of the moJ.ecul.e and yt the 

coefficient of viscosity then 

V= E 
jwi 

e 0 e 
••• 1.84 
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where 

Now, 

••• 1.85 

if n denotes the number of free ions/o.c. and the 

current ic = n e v 

Then the conduction current 

finding the real 

0~, 

part of the conductivity 

n e2-Y 

••• 1.86 

••• 1.87 

as em, Y(_ -== 1 o- :3 poise and M = 1 o-28 gm s. 

-then >> w. 

Thus conductivity due to free ions is 

••• 1.88 
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Now, the total conductivity is given by K' = dielectric 

conductivity .... ionic conductivity. Tb.us from ·eq. ( 1.70) 

$nci eq~ ( 1 ol38) 

.,..,. 1o89 

o:t·~ K' = A ~· B/'rl 
.... 141190 

Thi.s is th~ fundamental equation for radiofrequancy 
1 

47f A- ( 
·2. 

Es- foO)wt:; 

. GJ ::i:27Tf 

K 9 a.gai,n~::lii 1,/ Yf a.nd A :L s ·tb.e intercept" ]!x·om these 

values ~~e+ectri~ rela~ations can be deterwinedo 

Ul tt~ .... lt~a.1~·e 9 ue~ Gl '? Co~.a9~£. o ~ .1Y£i crJ> .. W,.YJ! 

ili?A~fu~~~ .. ~~~.J.~ .. Jill: ute 
., 'l' ,, ', ·, ' 'l ·: ·- ' . 

At tqe "i{t;Jry dUute solution of the pol.ar sol u.te 

in nonpol.a.:r so+. v~tit the paroen tage of free ions preeent 

in aQ~ution is negligibleo Again at U~H.F. and microwave 

field there will' be no displacement of existing ions 

present in t~e dilute solution but o~\y the oscillation 
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ca.n be exp~ct13!d. So the seoo~d part of the eq. ( 1.90) m.aY 

be omitted" so at :f:,pfinite dilQ.te sol.v~tion of polar solute 

in nonpolar solve~t ~he equation (1"90) becomes, 

K' ~ A9 = The U.H.F. or microwave conductivity at 

infinite di,l utio.n, 

or, 
'_ ( £,;-1- 2 f NC A

2 2 
. we 

I< - -. k 1 + w2 T-r. 3 3 T 

since 
I 2 2 2. 

A_ ~E:s+2} NC A WL::' 
- 3 3 kT 1 + W20T2-

••• 1.92 

this eq. (1~91) is same as eq., ( 1 o72)o 

In o~r present investigation this eq. (1.91) is 

u~H7d fc.>:r' det~:rwining the time of re~axa.tion c or 

Dieli:n:rtric,Dilf~:g..!!Sion anJ_~~g~p~ion_jmd Some Related 

Phenomena o~ S~tq,e 01·e;a.nic Pol.a.r DielEtptric Liquids,L-

In the year 1850 Mo~sotti and in 1879 Clausius 

established a quantitative relation to reveal. the nature 

of the liquid dielectrics in presence of an external 

electric field. 

Lorentz (1892), Von-Helmboltz (1892) and Drude 

( 1904) independently exp~ained the ano.mcllous dispersion 

of refractive ~ndex of dielectric liquids at optical 
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tre~uencies. Similar an«malous dispersion of dielectric 

con'stant at very high frequency el.eotric field was a1. so 

modified by Drud$ in ( 1904) •. 

Most of the e~lier works were centered round the 

stu~ies of app1ica~1litJ of Debye•s ·•quation in det,rmi

~ing the mol.eq~~ r~ii f~o~ t~e measurement of relaXa

tio~ tim•s and mac~osc;opic vi~cosi.tJ and the experiments 

were done mainly on ~he polar rigid and non ~igid mole

cUles in no~po].ar solvents. 

In g,neral the ~igh frequency a~sorpt1on in l.iquid 

system s'udies may be Classified in two ·categorie~ 

(a) Solutio.n of polar· r~gid and .non rigid mol.ec'U].es 

in non polar sol vents. 

(b) Pure pol.a~ liqUid so 

The t~rst quantitative verification of Debye 

theory was attempted b.Y tizU:Shiaia. He ·1n 1926 carried out 

the investigation on di«Leotric dispersion of several 

a1. cobol a and Xet<)ncts ili tnetr4:l wav~ l.ength region and over 

a wide ~ange of temperature ~d observed absorption peak 

~t l.ow temp•rat~~~ He verified Debye theory 1~ the case 

~t.ialcc>hQl. l;»,y c;al.c-ql.•t~Jl$ •o:J.$cul.ar radii and to~d th~m 

· ~o:b~ ~~9•t o1 '~' ~~g~t ~rder witQ gi,ycerin• ~s ~ 
exception;i having ~00 .$11 a v~~~ for mol.ecular radius. 

I I o , ') 
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J.D. S't):"anathan (1928) studied. the diei.ectrio 

~e~av~our of 4A~te sollltion of several. al.$oho1s in 

be~zene ,Qlu~~~~· ~e i~und that the zero. o6noentration 

(alolecu+ar lOlWQ~ V$ conqentrat~on c~• at diff~rent 

~emp~ratures) i~tetpept~ tor methyl, ethyl~ prop'l and 

amyl al.Q9hol 1~-d to the values of electric moment of 

~oleoUle~ wbiQb are es$ent~ally independent of tempe

ratures thus is i~ agre,ment with Debye theory, 1~ is 

contrast to the Qehaviour of the pure liquid alcohols. 

DebJe ~imsel.f ( 1929) successfully explained the 

anemal.ous dispersion observed by Drude ( 1904) and postu

. lated that the ch~racteristic property of the liquid 

~eeponsible tor ana..OLous dispersion at radiofrequency 

~ange is the polarity of their molecULes. 

Pischer (19,~) mea~~ed the relaxation times of 

a, number of 11quid c(,mpQUQ.ds i:q dUut~ solutions and 1~ 
pure l~quid and to1.1Jld to:r the aJ.ephatic ch$in mplecqles 

(Xetones, mono!uUogenides, al. cobol e) the r~lati ve time 

increases in $~quence alcohol, ketones, haJ.ogenides. The 
' . ' . ' 

absolute· val. ~es of reJ.axation times can be evaluated by 

introducing molecULar ~iscosity w~ich is sm~ler than 
I 

macr9soopic viscosity. The result show for acetone, nitro

benzene ~d •onocbl.oroQenze;ne in undU uted· state in agree

'ent with Debye ~qeory of quasiorystalline structure of 

J.iquid s, but the general th·eory does not exp!'ains the 

behaviour of ~cobol with their strong interaction of 

( - OH ) g*oups. 

' ·-· 
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· Spengler ( 1941) shC)wed relaxation time as a 

function· of concentration with. two liquids o6H5Ko · a~d 
o6u5~ • He pointed out that according to De bye• s law, -

rel~a~ion time ( '1:' ) varied with viscosity ( TL ) 

' 39 

~_...._ holds :for dilute solution where Brownian movement is 

,. 

a major factor in th• arrangement of the dipole, with 

high concentration the mutual action between t~e dipoles 

is more important ~Q. the ratio ( rt I 'tt ) the reduced 

relaXation ti•e 4eoreases. 

Jackson $lld PoweJ.s (1946) determined the value of 

reJ.ax~tion time in benzene and in paraffin solution and 

o~served that th' v~ues o~1.increased b~ 4- 7 fold 

~or:$ increase ~~ v~~c9si t.r of eis~t fold. 
: 

curties (1~'2) and Smyth C1954) observed that 

al. tbo~h the vis¢o~i ty of ·th' liquid was: same, · . · · .. · _ 
value qf rel.axatio~ ti11e was different in sol utlons and 

in liquid st~te. 

Kiiller ( 195()) observed that molecular radii cal

culated by using Debye equation for few molecules from 

~~ eXperimental val.~•s of critical wavelength and critical 
- r • -

frequency were toQ lOW compared with Values obtained 

trom other method. He further observed that the mole

cUlar ra411 beco•es still lower with the increase of 

viscosity of the me¢1um. 
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Sinha et al (1966) studied the fnfluence of visco

si t7: on relaxation time and concl. uded that the macrosco

~ic _nscosi t)' d~d no.t correctly represent the intern~ 

viscosity of the liquid. 
' \ 

-~. Mehrotra ( 19"(2) determined the relaxation. 1;1me 

'"(, and au~tual vi sco~i ~y "'1.12 of seven substituted 

~en•e~e p-toludin~, ~~itro~niline etc. in t~e mic~owave 

~egion . ·~ at vario"Q.s t~"'peratures and concl.uded that the 

mutual viscosity is • bet~er representation of the resie

~ance ot' the rotl;ltio~ ot til~ in~ividuel. solute molecules. 
II 

:P.c.Gupta ( 1~78) m~~s~eci the dielectric loss ( €. ·) 

~ ~d dielectric permittivity in dUute solution of benzene 

in ,. ~~~~. 11icrowave re~ion of· benzoyl.acetone,· p-fluoro, 

p..chio~o, ~brqmo ~d P-metbyl benzoyl.acetones at 40°0 

and :calculated th~ relax~tion times, the dipol.e moments, 

the tree energies of activation for dielectric relaxation 

and vi~cous flow. 

DieJ.ectric D.~tmersi9n and 4begrpta,pn 2( N?n
ri§id. llol~cUjLe, in lfon:pola.r Sol.vents:-

~easuri~~ die~ect~~c los• •t 4.:5 JQeter wavel.engtll c;»btained 
' ' I I , 

re~ative valu~s. d:t ~fl~i;t.tiotl times ~f some aromatic 

~alides. The short'*" r~axation times in l.arger lbol.QulEts 

were'explained by ~hem as being associated with q~ienta

~ion:ot OH2X group rotation around their bond ring. 
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P.R. Goss ( 1940) analysed the dielectric polariza

tion of certain binary mixtures of polar with nonpolar 

liqu14s and $bowed tqat the solvent effect can be resol~ 
·' ved into contri~u~io~s depending on the anisdtrQpJ of 

the e].ectr~c fi~C1s Which varies with the shape of the 

~on spherical molecUles an~ o~ induction effect related 

to the ~ieJ.ectric constant of the liquids ~d arising 

both from the re~qtion field and from permanent dipoles. 

Bchellam~rqh ( 1946) experimentaJ.ly showed that 

dielectric raL~ation time and viscosity of a number 

o.f long chain l~q'q.ids are not generally eqU~A, in cont

r84t:ctio~ to th~ behaviour of liquids of low molecular 

weights. 

Gopala tr~Sbna (1957) gave a method for determin

ing the dipo1e moment and relaxation time of polar subs

tances in nonpo~ar solvents at microwave range of fre

quency. The spe~ial. advantage of his method is that it 

.need not req~red the density and concentration of solu

tion for d,termining the re~t;on time. 

Bi~ce after the development of Budo•s· theory th~ 

m9~~c~~ ~d ~nt~rmo~ec~ar rqtations have ~~en obser

vttc;l i~ 111rge ;n~ber of molecUles ~~ke - oa~3 , - p 2 , 

- CH20l, - Cll2~tt - 0~2Clf, - OK oy Fong arid Smyth 
( ~ 963).' 



Jaiprak$~h (1969) developed a method ~ased on 

Prolich's equat!qn to~ calculati~g the relaxa~+on time 

of sphericaJ. po~~ Qaolecllle ;l.n nonpolar sol vent~ The 

calculated .rela'%$.t~on time of· five molecules were com

parable with those oaJ.quJ.ated from Gopal.a Krishna's 

method. 
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Tay and Gos$ley (1972) analysed bromoalkanes and 

Ketones, interms of rotation of molecules as a whole but 

in :amines the ·BB~ group rotation has been attributed 

to be re$Ponsible for dielectric relaxation. 

Arrawatia et ~ ( 1977) ·determined the dielectric 
: . I q 

permi tiv:l. ty € and dielectric loss E: of. 0-Chlzorobenzen~, 

Y 4-chloro-,-ni trobenzotrifl.uoride and 4-chl.oro-'-ni trotol~en~ 

at '5°C in dilute ~olutton ot benzen~ and oa~bon tetrach~ 

loride in miorowav~ region, The relaxation time ( rr ), 
the· distr:L bution pat~e.ter ( o( ) and the dipc:)le molllent 

( f'<, ) have been eva+ uated from the measured diel.ectric 

data. 

Gupta et al (1978) studied the dielectric absorp

tion of some simple liquids viz. fluorobenzene, 

Q..;.diohl.orobenzene and 0-chlorotoluene a.nd their binary 

~qixtures in dil.ut' benzene solutions at the ' em. mi crowavf;t 

re,ion over the temp.rature range 20°c - 6o0 c and deter

min•d the r~axatio~ time and the thermodynamic parameters 

viz~ free eneru. enthalpy and entropy of activation .• 



·~~e res~ts obtaineq are explained on·the basis of pola~ 

rity~ s~~e of the •o~ecUles and the Change in the mole

oUla~ •nyironMen~~ W$s~ink and Borde~jk (1978) ~·termined 

the diel~~tric·rel'**ti~n ~imes for mixtures of N-methyl-

·i tormide, N-ethyl a9etami4• in carbontetrachl.oride by 

t;me domain reflectometry. 

Sharma e't a1. ( 1985) used a standard microwave 
' . 

~band technique and GopBJ.a-Kri$na• s single frequency 

· co~centrational variationaJ. method ·. determi~ed the 

Q.iel.ectric relaxation times ( 'T ) ·.,. of the dUute .sol.u

tions of lf ,lf-dimethyl forma.mide ( DMF), methanol and 

several. :PMF + MeOH mixtures in~ benzene at different 
I 

temperatures and also calcULated.the thermodynamical 

paramete~s. 

Agarwal (1986) mea~ured the dielectric constant 
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< E. >.and a_i~ectr;t.o 1e>s~ < c' > of tour different com

pounds of ~ifferen~ sha~es viz. ~~butyl chloride (linear) 

Chl.orobenzene and ~romobenze~e (planer) and tart-butyl 

Chloride ( nearl.y sph~rical) in bepzene sol uti.on at '2°c 
-~ and 9.96 GHz an~ observed t~at for nearly the same mol.ar 

volume of the sol.u.te mol.ecu1e. the rel~xa.tion time { T ) 

· ~~ affected by .molecu;Lar shape in the fol.l.owing manner 

llinear ) lpl~er ) -r spberi~al. 
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[• ' 

-~adan (1987) st~d~ed ·the die1ectric absorption ot 
thiophone. a~etorie; ben~opb~non and their mixtures in 

dilute solutions ·in the microwave region over a wide 
"l , I • • _,f':_., • , ' ') ' 1 

' · 

range·.of tempe·r.a1;"~g's and developed a rel.atio~ :tor cal-

c~~t:lng- the rel~xati,~n ... ~i~es ·and tbermodynami c parameters. 
. . ·: ; . .._ .. ..:":·~ .-.. ~ '· ,-.! . . . .· ·-. ' 

The :v8J.ues ag~'es with~\;.t,]:ie· gj,ven· dat-.·. 
' . . .· .. 

. '.; ·,- .. ;: . ::. ::·: ;:~./.~:· :_·~.~- :': ~- ·,-.::. . 
. . ·' 

' ,• . ~ ' . / ' ; 

. -, ::f;~ ~- ; .. ~ .:·>~;~::·\:.<: . 
Pure ·Liguicis:~ --· . ~ : 

~ : . 

. . The e•r1i$~ ;studies -~f: tnol.~cuiar ~ape and 
. : . . . . . : ' . :· . . .· :' ~ ' ; . :. ' . ' . ~: ~ ~' ' . . . . . . . . . . . , ' ' 

· diel·e()tric reJ.*a~io~.·:h•ve.· .beeq.. r~viewed comprehens~VelY 
. : . ' ., ·:-·· . . ·. . 

by: s~yt~. AQcordi*g ~9- · $1~ple_ ~ie:J,.e()t:i"ic theory th~ d~e-

~ectJ'~c con~;r~~t ~-~ th• ·pol, a~ 'li~ut4s sbouJ.d ·be direo1ay 

"-x-1v.bi e- trom 1;b.~tt ~~bJl~IPi_cai: .. ~t:r~o~ures. :Sut Horgan 

&.nd .:Y~e~ ·( 1~4Q) (;~$·"~4- tbes~. v$;}.ue$ grea~y diffefent. 
' . 

·They explain. the 4«iiP~~tlires may be que to association or 
. ' ' ' . ' • . I 

intere.ct:J.on cau~~~ t~e ~o~·ecuies to act as anassociated 

· pair~ in 'f(q~Qh· th" ei.ectrio:".~~-~en"t ~~· 1ow because the ··· .. 
. . 

d.ipoles are so. di~ect$d · ( ~) · to o_ppose one another or 

(b) the effect of ·_1h'\iern8l. f~ictior.a.. o,r vie9os:t. ty is 

restr_icting the PlOt;ton: o~ tber mol;ecUJ.es. Whiffen and 

Thomson ( 1946) .:from ·dielectric mee..auXement o"Ptained ( 'T: ) 
' . ·:· '• ', . . . . 

· vaiue f'or ·toJ.uene, -..'o .... ;,J.ene, p-cyanine etc.- :t.n pure 11quid 

$tate, which a~e 1~:.-accord~ttg:.:to the si~e of tbe·mo1e;cuJ.es •. 

Hiat~1n. (·1~4;~:)r-~e~e,~~ned ~ermittivitt of. isQ-
. . . . . ·: .. ·-:·. <:.:1,.;._1 .,.: .•... _·.:··. . ,' . . . . 

butyl al~Qbo1 in Pute' 'and in viscous so1vents. StFo~g 

~d ·weak so1~tio~ i~ 9en~e~~ behaved in accordance w~th 
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Debye theory but t4e •ed;um solution behaved differently 

from·the simple th~ory. 

Petro and Smyth (1948) observed the same effect 

as observed by Whiften and Tho01son· in (1946), Garner 

(1948) showed that simple Debye theory does n~t hold 

for many insol uting liquids sue~ as glycerine, phenolic 

resines and sug8ested ,an equation 

1 ·In· .1) 
E." =a \. x. + ·Xfi 

when 0 <_ n <. 1 r~prese;tts dielectric· behaviour moJ"e 
II 

coiTectl.y the lo~s f&rctor · € and x = W"t" fihere 

'7::. =- re+axa~~o* 1it~,.· 

Pro~ 4i~~~tt~9. ~oss me.asu~ement ot ~o~e r~gid 
mole.cules of moriqs~bst~ tu~ed. benzene in liq~d state, 

Poley (1955) 9bt~i~e~ the reLaxation times which inc

. reases with the mol.ec'UJ:,ar siz.es. 
. I 

~iiller 8,Jld Smyth (1956) examined the direction 

of dipole moment with respect to the molecular plane 

~ on the relaxation beh~viou.r of the molecules of diffe

rent shapes and si'ze in liquid st~te and showed that 

though the molecules 2,. 4, 6 trimetliyl. pyridine and 

. 2, 4, 6-t;rimetilyi j ,'3,5-trioxane are ·of equal. size, ! 

dipole moment and. vi,:;oosity in. the liquid state, the· 

two moleou;J.es have quite different (. (; ) values, beQause 



/~
~ 

···'.·; 

. I 

o:ti the directio"- of·the d~pol.e moment were paraJ.lel. and 

perpendiQular respectively to the spheroidal mol.ecUJ.ar 
. ' 

pJ.ane. 

Petro ~d _Smyth (195.7) from the investigation 
' 
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1n; substi t:uted be~zene and pyridine in the liqUid state · 

o_'~served a ree;U\a~ inc:rea•e it). the ( 1: ) va:Lues · wi ~h 

tbe incre~s•. 1~ t~e 'eize _of the substituente. 
. . . 

H18a!4 ~t 4 ( 196Q) :J;"ean~ysed the ~xper~mental 

d~ta of n~allcYl b~o,ide. 1~ +iquld _state in term a of 

dist~tbuti.on 'Qe4ft,n~>:t~o li~i't;s given by.:Frq:tieh ·(1949). 
' .. ' .'. . ' •.·· .···1: .. ' . ·.. . ' . ' . . . . 

The ( 1:'··) values ·~h.l~"et-_···ij,,a,i1; was associQ,t.ed With the 
: ! ·'. -:-".;~";:_ ... :~): ·. ·. • ~- •• ' - • 

re1e.xation ti~e of: iR·~~rn~.:-. rotatfo~. of j~.C:ij2Br. group, 

w~:Lie th~ up~er l;.imit:_~t-o' th$. ~rie~tatiolf·.· of' ·the whole 

moJ.ec~e. 

ReJ.eJtatio~ t;i.ioe .C'l: ) and _viscosity ( "1 ) 
~s been experi.~IJ.i;a1.lY: d_•t~;rm_ined. by Bhanumati ( 1963) 

•·.• · .. :· !' 

at ·different tempera~ures tor a· t.ew.iiquids, such as 
. ·, . ' . ' . ~ . 

·. o(. ~. qhl;or.ona:p_thal~n~s, ·butyJ.-phthSlene_ an~ iso-
. ! ' ·, _·: ,. . . 

· allyJ.phthBlelle ··etc. The._val.ue·s · Qf potential, bar~ier 
- . . . .., ' .. '}- . l ' · ... ·' 

heights for. ·dip<:)le. r~l~atiop ( A H 1:" ) an~ that for 

V~fJOOUS :f'low ( A~ 1. ) ·;;;·.were evaJ. uated from the . 

· linear plots ·of lqg ( 'L·T ), ·vereuQ ( r · ) .and l.~g 
( :. 1 ) v.ersue, <-. · t :. :·1 re·s~eQtiv~y. The ca;J.,~u.l.~~ed ·. 
val. b.~$ Qf' ( .'A.I--4 l).:~:j·~·-··'.~e<toulid to ·l;)e greate~···t~q<: · · 

( · 4 HL' ) ae .t4t;: t»h~~qQien~~:. of vi~cous flow oc)ns~de-; 
red th, PfOCEJS$ of tr&Asl~tion as wel.l. as rotation but 

only rotation8l ~'6eess~as considered in dipoJ.e r~a

xation • 
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Xrishnaji ~d Maneh~ngh (1964) reported ~hat the 

di~ect1'!1c relax;atioP. of alkyl 9yanides and of Bl.kyl thil)ls 
l 

' 

~nor,aa~n$ s~z~- t>'l ~Q$ Qlql,;eo14. ee i~ former o~:s~ t$d. more 

tJ:u~~Ji ~wa ~el·at~t~o~ ~el1av1our ill th, latter case was 

tollnd. 

, Bhatt·Qh·rfy& et 81 (1966) reported in polar 

_l.iquid_s with rigid d.ifoles having mqment ( k =- 1.5 D or 

less), the _effect _of Q.ipole interaction was ~eg).·ig:J.bJ.e. 

Sinha, Roy ~d X:asth~ ( 1967) showed in 7 mm mic

rowave region the tem~erature dependence of relaxation 

time of a number o'f polar ·molecule~ of different shape, 

· size and dipol.e momeJ;lts in very .dU ute solution of non

polar solvents. The dependence of ( "t ) at any temp,e-

rature (f) ·all vi,:sc()s~ ty ( YL ) of the sol-ution is 

· repr~sentecl ·by · · T ~ = (constant) '"'t.y, wher' '1 is 
' . 

the ratio of the-h~at~ of ~ctivatio~ for dielectric 

~e:Laxatio~ and visco)la fl.oYi._' · 

Gatg ~d SQi)d;h ( 197') reanalysed the diel.ectric 
. . . 

data ot ~isol- and aniline ~n ~iqUid state. They obtai-

47 

ned val. ~es for iDet~H~Jr;f group ro.tation as '.2 p. sec. and 

its "'ei~ht fract1o~ ~~ o.~ _whUe th~se values in dil.ute 
- - . 

solutio.n are abo~t a· to o.s respectiv.Uy. 
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Mol'ecular Association. of Associated and Associato-

Associated. Polar .Liguids:: 
: . ). ' 

.\. 

Molecuiar_ ~ssoQiation may be expected to .influ~nce 

dielectric.rel.~ation·by modifying the structu:re of the 

liq.uid." -~he investi~.aticni of. dielectric relaxation in .-this 

connection continued actively in recent years. 

Mecke and R~uter (1949) made precision measure

ments of perm:iitivi ty on various solution of ~H3oH, c 2H5oH,. 

nC 4H6oH, nC8H17QH, c 6H?QH', PC6H4(~N)CH3 in C6H611 001 4 and 

cycl.ohexane at 20°0 ah(t40°0 .• They computed the.molecular 

association .and found. fo~ alcohols and phenols .dipole 
~ . } '. ' . . -

... 

moment is reduced i bt':.association and the binding moment 

of oil group :i.E;J usu~ly. not in-q.ch more than half the vaJ. ue 

of· th~ tree una !:leo cfated mol ecul. es •. (_' 

"'· ' 
· -Kl'emmli~g (1~50) _ 113ade apsorption me~suretoeP,.ts 

' . . . 
. . ' ' . I . . ' . . . 

PP.. aJ,.iphatic cbJ.6.Ji4dci( 8;p4 ·:~cobol a. He found diff;icult 

·to. sort out tq.e ·fi!tt'eq1;s due· to polar ·association, H-bo.nd 

fo;-mation, change .of' mc;>1ecular shape, internal.- rotation, 

ttJui tipl.e rel.axation. times etc. 

Brot (1956) mad-e a conclusions from his measure~ 

m~nts on straight chain. alcohols cH3(cH2 )nOH with n = 5-9 

and· 11. In second ,eli sper.sion region the principle of super

position of reJ.axa.t:lqn:- ti.JDe .did, '.not hold good.· A. third 
... ' . . ' .. ·_i . . 

- dispersion region ·n~ar · ·· .. ·· ··A- = 1 em was assigned to 
, I 

the reorientat:t:on. ·o:t:"tl?.e dipoles in the interior of ·the 

polymeric specie~. 
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Schellm~ ( 1957) ·developed equations which take 

into account the association in liquids on dielectric 

saturation. Sriva~tava and Varshni .(1957) also sugges

tecJ an equation fot.vaz-iation of dielectric constant of 

mi«ture of polar liqUids (associated-associated) with 

concentration a an' temperature T°K 

. ( tn ) . l· . q . 2' · E ·= l + r + :P -r -,:v2 )xc + z c _ ••• 1.94 

wbe;re p 1 q 1 . l • .· ni and ~ are constants, V$-riatio~ 

of ·,,E w~i;~ a i$ line~riP t~e equation has been Ulust-

~at'ed for water fll.8t4yl. a;Lco}J.o~ and w~ter butyl. alcohol 

mixtures w1 th sa~isf~ctory :resuJ. ts•.· 

Conway·(1959) examined· theo~ of absplute 

~eactlon rate fo~ the case _o+ relaxation in associated 

. pplar liquids and Sh~:rfled the mech&D.ism of" absolute reac

tion rate to be consistent with other theoreticall.y 

~erived q~itie~ an(!~ with mechanism-of proton mobUity 

in water. Mur&Lidhara, Rao (1959) studied. the dielectric 

-~' los~ and dielectric co~stant of two liquid mixtures 
! 

Jl-butyl.. alcohol. + $J.fcer<;)l (botli associated) ~d Iso. 

butyl. · al, co4ol· + n_ p;ropyl bromi~e · ( a~s9-non-associateci). 

Two :Pi~s were ob~ene~ itt both. t.he cases in E."- . 
tr~qu&DCf and (!/ • ~eiQ}»~ratux-' C~V'es. SchaJ.l~arc~ t 8 ·. 

( 1946) sugs~sti~n was' th~t th. process of diel~c1ir1~ 

r~ax-t;on cannot be d;~ectly conneoted with individual 
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· aaolecal.ea but ie aD. 4ist~'ban~e over an appreciable region 

· ill tb.e liq:&U.cl does nb't ~ppear to· be valid in the said 

miztue. · 

Mc.Dutfie Jr• aod L1~ov1t• (1962) studied the , I •• 

di~eot~ic prop~~ti,e Qf t~e ae~~iate4 liquids suCb as 

· butane4~ol; 1, '~ ~,.•t)~lll~ ~·~t~ed~OJ. 2,4,glyc.,ro~- and 

. bexanetriol, 1 , 2, 6 over the te11pera t\J,re :range .. 20°0 to 

+ 10°0 and over a tJ>•'lli•:Q.cJ r~~ .of 0.01 to 1~00 MB;z. 
" ' ' -~ ·. ·, . . 

.bieJ.eotrio :r~~a1;~on ;~~DUl~ and· ~pe~r' distri"butions ~ave 

·b,en determined ~~ 1 oJ,,_~6-:.•~·.:·t~:.•~: ,~:. ·.(~_) all four liq~d s 

·:ex~ bit an aespetl1;o :41:,~~~~~~:~~, ·~t r~a,;atio~ ti•ea of 
~ •. · ·.· . . <,''··~.-~ ~/~-~----. ,·:··.'' '.-.. ,. . ' ' ' . 

tJ;se »•vidson and dol.• .f,ot,ii';.:,::'- ('bl:'' w1 tb. the exception of 
' ' : : : :· . ~ ... : .. : :: ·.~,- ~· . :.- ·. _:·.~. ; . . . . 

bexanetriol 1,2,6, t•e.~ai··~tJi_1bu1;ioJ;l:. of relaxation times 
' ' • ' <• '• >"•;'·,~ I.'· J ' 

'b•co11e~ n~rowe:r w~ ttl ·-:~~ .. ~~~~g ·::~_,.lllper~tures. !bey con-
. ' ' '·::-·' .' ,f, ' .· 

Cl.uded 'tb.a~ the d1eleo\Ji'~.q\_or~.,~~·tiqn 1$ closely :r ... ated 
. ' ·. .·· ··;.,_;_·:··~·.~·-:: . .-.:.~.'; .... _·_. .··.;·:.·. _~ \' '• 

to the -:-•.;;. e'truo't\W.:J.';:::~r·~·u.p .ot-.''tih~_:gl:'oup and the struo-
. . . . -t:_~·-.;~·--~~>,~·i~?-~~\~:--· ~-~:· <.':. ~-~ .· ·, " . . ·. 
-e.lu.'~ .~r-~. up is a .q~.~~:~t.-~1;1v_.,- ... ~;l"o_ot;tse,. 'fbey expl~ined 

. . ; . . : .. , .. : .. J'::' __ :·,' . ·. • _- .. _.·,_, ;·' . 

... the teaperatQre 4•pend~~C?•-.;:Q~.-~~tt1f~41;b. o~ the d1~tribu-
.·_.\ ._.., • · . · - .. ·1. ~r .--:-.::: :--:<::~;._ :- ~- -~ ~- · 
~i9Dr •v ~- due. tQ cle,q.:.r,,,~ •. : Q~:-.-lr,~v.lt eiz.e W1 th increase 
'.: ' ' ' '' ',,.,,:,t-:. ' ' ' ' ' ', '.· 
ot temperature ancl as· t~•tqouP,~ ~.0011. slilalle:r, the 
'I ' . ' '.'· .:~·<'!.~~<· ,' ·~·:<,•>. ''·. ', - ' 
e~:ruotural. clecv· prq~9sa.::.l,)_,c;o"••: 8lOl'4t expot:lent:l.aJ. • 

. ''f ;\!' : . .. ' •,. " ' 

J4~uff1e J:r, Quinn &Acl ~i~Q~1_1;., <'1962) -.easured tbe 

41electric relaxation t~~~·.·,:izl:~:~z :re~qn. and at low 
. ' . ' .·-' ·~·~(-~~::.;~·-,\. t:·· ::_;:·-": .. . ~ : ' . ; 
'ttt•ll•.rature for. Bltoe~o~,;·!i·,•J! aat.xt~e. ~he mixtures' 

~a,J1~1DB f:rorQ relativeJ.~_: __ p,J~~ ~~o~:rol to equal mola:r 

concentration of B].yce~Ql and water. Prom the data a 
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,singl~ distri~ution of rel-axa.tj.on times was infered for. 

'thea~ mixtures rather than two individual distri~utions. 

:They expl-ained their experimental. findings in terms of 

the grou~ concept of SOhallamach in which it was assum~d 

that in a mixture~ of associated•associated liquids, 

. such as _glyceroi and water dielectric orientation" occurs 

:throug~ co-operative effect in groups of molecules and 

.these groups containing molecUles of both kinds. 

Dielectric measurements of Garg and Smyth (1965) 

·on the normal,. al cobol form propyl to doQecyl- in pure 

:liquid state have shown three distinct dispersion regions 

as was previo~Sly reported by other workers. The relaxa

,tion times for 1st, 2nd, and 'rd. were 1 to 2.2 x 1o-10 

.sees• 1.7 to !f x 1o-11 and 1.7 to 4 x 1o-12 sees. 

:respectively. The ~ong rela_.--<xat~on times are associ&-, . 

ted wi tl'l. :poiymeri o ~ usters resulting from the st:fotlg 

hydrogen bQXJ.d~~g 'Qetwee~ (-OH) group short~st reJ.axatiori 

times was asor~~ed to the orientation o~ the <~oH) g~o~p 

.:and the intermediate relaxation time was attributed to 

:tqe rotation Qf the tree a1cohol molecules. 

Barbenza (1968) r~ported the dielectric property 

'of methyl ~ cohoi (:pure) in temperature range 5° to 55°C 

.and at wave length from 15 to 5 em. Can be represented 

by a single relaxation time. The strong temperature 

dependence of ext;r-apolated values of Eoa leads to a 

second dispersion region. Moreover, the measurement 

show that the main dispersion can ·be described as a rate 

process with an activation energy of 3.4 K Cal/mol. 
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Rizk, I. ~anwar (1970) meas~red the frequency 

dependence of comp~ex di~ectric constant of gLycerol-
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! so propyl a1 coho:l and g1ycerol-I so butyl al cobol within 

the~frequency band-105 to 107 c/s and the range of tem

perature -19 to + 50°C for entire concentration range. 

It:is found for each mixture there is one main relaxa

tion process. ~lie average relaxation time in each system 

is found to va7;y exponentially with the molecul.ar concent

ration of glycerol. The increase of'gLycerol content in 

· eacb; syste~ is acQompanied ~Y a linear incr'ease of the 

activation enthaLpy ~d entropy change for diele9tr1c 

relaxation. It is euggested that the diel·eci;ric relaxa

tion in these ~ixtures occurs through a co-operative 

effect in groupe contai~ing molecules of both kinds

and that the interaction be~ween these molecules are 

~tronger in ~rcerol-isobutyl alcohol system than in 

gLycerol ~so-propyl alcohol system. 

Purohit and Sharma ( 1971) determined the dielect-
' . I/ ric constant ( E. ) and dielectric loss ( ( ) of 

methanol, ethanol, 2-.propanol, :5--methyl-1-butanol and 

1~butanol in benzene solution for concent~ation varying 

f~om 0.004 ~o 0•08 weight fraction in the X~band. They 

found in all cases except 1-butapol, the tan 8 
concentration curve ~ows a ~arked increase in the 

concentration range o.o, - 0.04 mol. fraction and this 

b~haviour ~as beep explained as due to the fotmation of 

·dime~s by assoo~a~ion ~d due to solute-solvent interac

tion •. 
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sen and Ghosh (1972) and Ghosh and sen (1980) 

cal.culated the dieJ.ectric rel.axation time of some normal 

primary Blcohol.s in ~onpolar solvents from ~adiofrequency 

cond~otivity meas~ements. They observed that the rate 

of breakup of the Cluster of molecUles is affected·with 

dil.ution in dif~erent nonpolar solvents. 

V~-Ge~$rt ~d Deloor (197') investigated die• 

].ectric ralaxat;~n and activation energies of some 

normal. alcohol.s in nonpolar sol.vents. The r~axation 
l 

ti~e for alcohol benze~e ~ixtures are found in all cases 

smdl.er than those observed for other sol vents, the . ' .. . . I 

energy of activation in different solveftts do not differ 

significantly, but are constantly higher than for the 

pure aJ. cobol. s. 

Rajyan, Ramasastry and Murthy (1977) studied 

dielectric dispersion of two pure liquids glycerol 

and diethylene BlY9bl at radiofrequency, Uhf and 

microwave regio~ at ao0 c and confirmed the Cole ~avidson 

type dispersion. 

.Mul.eCki ~d B.Ua:Qicke, ( 1980): studied the self 

associa1;1oD. of t...bijtyl alcohol ~d devel.oped a method 

for a simultaneous determination of three independent 

values of free e~e~gy of self association from experi

me~tal datas. 
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Pr~ash and ~ai (1986) determined dielectric 

constant ( E.'12 ) ;;uid dielectric loss ( E:'~ 2 ) at diffe

rent concentration of five ~ixture of aniline and nitro

benzene mixture I (25% nitrobenzene and 75% aniline), 

mixture II (5o% ni tr.o beneene + 5o% aniline) and mixture 

III (75% nitrobenzene + ?5% aniline) and also of pure 

nitrobenzene using benzene as a nonpolar solvent at 

different temperatures and frequencies. 

found to increas~ linearly with the addition of nitro

benzene in the aniline - nitrobenzene mixture except 

for mixture III. Similar deviation have also been recor-
l 

ded in relaxation times and thermodynamic parameters. 

These deviations may be attributed either to.the exis

tance of interassociation or to the complex formation 
' 

in the last mixture (III). 

El.ectri~al Qonduc.ti!it,Y of Dielectric.Li9Uids, 

in :0.0 •. And High Freguenc:t Electric Fields:-
' ' I ' ' I ' ' 1 J • • ' ' ' 

Quinck~ (1895) first showed that the curr~nt 

through the liquid depends upon voltage, gap width and 

nature of the li~uid and conaluded that the cur~ent is 

non~ohm~c and probably electrolyt~c in origin. 

Curie (1902) ob~erved that the electrical pon

ductivity of petroleum. ether, carbon tetrachloride car

bondisUlphide and benzene was increased by exposure to 

gamma rays or X-rays. 
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Schweilder (19Q7) showed eXperimentally that the 

oond~ctivity of s~t~r~ted hydrocarbons decr~ased with 

increase~ purification. 

Jaffe ( 190G) studied the current voltage charac-

5'5 

teristic of hexane when irradiated by gamm~ray and con

sidered that the cUrrent as the sum of the two separate 

currents, one rising to a saturation value like the current 

in the gas, w~ile the second is the ohmic : current. In 

1909 he succeded i~ measuring the small current develo-

ped when a voltage was impressed on highly purified hexane 

in a brass conduotivity cell. His resUlt shows that in 
I 

I . • 

p~re state the condqctivity-of hexane was due to cosmic 

radiation and ne-.r apput 146 ions were produced p_er c. c. 

per sea. similar resUlt was obtained for hep~ane and pet

roleum ether, but Jaffe (1913) discarded this view of 

separate currents, ~n favo~ of a theory according to 

whi'oh the ions are produced in very densely packe~ column 

isolated from eaQh other. The columns are the tracks of 

the photoelectrons reacted by .Y -rays and he co·ncl ud~d 

that the field of less than 100 V/cm, a large part of the 

current is caused by external ionising radiation. 

Nikuradse (1932) studied the current in liquid 

dielectrics over the wide range of field strength and 

gap width. He- observed that current depends on the puri

fication of the liqtU.d, electrode geometry and electrode 

.J 
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material, bu,t ~ndependent of pressure but wh~n 8.11 the 

ionizing agents au~ as ~rays and other radio active 

sources were r$~oved there still exists a residual or 

natural conductivity in these liquids. The residual 

conductivity of a supposedly pure insoluting liquid 

h·as been reduced by a factor of a thousand or more by 

treating it in such a way J!',s to remove traces of water. 

Whe~ a reasonable lQw limiting value. of conductivity · 

bas been reached, the- next problem is to find out, how 

it originates. However; there is no general. agreement 

as to its·oharacter~stics. 

Baker and Boltz (19'37) and·Dronte (1940) inter

preted their investigation to mean that the conductivity 

is due to the~o~onic emission from the cathode combined 

with Schottky effect. Le-page and Dubridge ( 1940) observed. 

th~t log (I) i$ ~ lin~ar fuqction of (E) and later con

Cl~ed that the current is due to field enha~ced. ther

moionic emission ~nd derived the following relation 

I 

3 1/2 1. 

' . 2 t q>e 1 (\~) J 1.95 J =AT exp- kT T ••• 
2.3 R T 

where K' is the dieJ.ectric constant of the liquid. 

Plumlef (1941) and Pao (1943) interpreted with 

experimental supports that the potential dissociation 

theory originally proposed by Onsag_er ( 1934) ;for very 

weak eJ.ectrolytea. According to their view there are -
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even in purest·hydrocarbon such as hexane, a very small 

number of ions exist resUlting from the spontaneous disso-

ciation of molecUles. 

Ruhle (194~) developed the idea of induced con

duction and Eck ( 1949) showed that the- variation~. of 

current strength with time can be represented by the 

equation 

Wher~ 1
0 

~a th~ ~niti~ current, I"" is the limit-

ing ourrent _and ~ is the constant which 9ontains the 

ionic mobilities. The effect is assumed to Qe due to 

init~al existenc$ of the ionic Clusters in the body of 

the liquid whi~ grad~ally disperse~ He performed ~xpe

rimente on acetone, nitrobenzene and acetone substituted 

compounds. 

Goodwin and Mac-Fadyen (195~) showed that the 

current is a function of electrode gap width and field 

strength. Extrapolation to zero gap width showed the 

existence of a zero width current that obey a field 

emission relation of the form 

••• 1.97 
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Ja#fe a.nq. ~ e~ay ( 195:5) studied time dependent 

ourr~nt in he~aue for wide gap and voltage of low value 

and conCluded that the current are ionic. The breakdown 

in dietec~ric liquid g~ve~ ~dditional info~ation con-, . 

cerJling the cond~ct1on current in dielectric liquid. 

Green (1955) has studied the conduction and. 

breakdown in hex~e and as~umed that positive ions are 

al.ways present in the liquid, because of external. radia

tion or disso-ciation of impurity molecules. When an 

external field 1$ applied, these ions drift towards the 

cathode but the cathode surface layer impedes their 

-~· immediate neutrali~atio~. The ions then set up a local 

field across the surface layer that tend _to produce 

electron emission. T~e-size of the local field depends 

upon the m~nitude of the io~ic current and the proba

bility of neutralisation of the ions. 

Standtham~er and Sayer (1957) have obtained 

evidence for the formation of pure ions in cyQlohexane 

and cyalohexane saturated with water. 

R~ehl (1955) and Keepler (1960) observed that ' 

the level of conducti~n of some polynuClear aromatic 

compounds, such as napt~alene and anthracene increases 

by a factor 10:5 to 106 on melting. It has been suggested 

that the higher conduction in molten form is due to 

higher mobility of the charge carrier. 
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Hart and Mung~i (1957) observed that the con

duction current in chlorobenzene continued to decrease 

even after. continuous distillation for ae long as three 

months. 

Le-B1ance (1959) suggest that eLectrons exist 

. in n-hexane in quasi ·trapped state. 

Forster (1962) studied the nature of condu~ 

tion in pure he~~e and ben~ene and aLso at different 

concentrations of n-bexane-benzene mixture and obtained 
r.-- . ......- CK h r:-- i tb a rel.ation v 5 _::a; ,_.H ··e w ere vH s _ e con-

duction of n-hexane. K is the constant and C is the 

concentration. He 'further suggested that the transforma

tion of electron from one benzene molecule to another is 

a ·fimction ~f the number of ._oleoules located between 

th,e electrodes and assumed that oilly electron migration 

rather than el. ectron diffusion is valid in the conduction 

process. The incre~se of conduction due to increase of 

temperature of the liqui4 woULd be the resUlt of enhanced 

transfer probabilities resUlting from an increase of mole-
r' 

cul.ar coll.ision leading to electron transfer. 

l'orster (1964) again showed that conduction in 

alephatic hydrocarbons is mos~ probabl.y related to tbe 

presence of polar impurities or trapped electron pre

sent in ~he liq~d or generated at the electrode surface. 

In unsaturated bydrooa.rbo~s experimental~~· ev~dence sugges.-

·ted t~e ~xistanc~ ~f elect~Gnic conduction. He sU!g~sted 
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an empirical r«Lat1on to~-tbe ao,iyation energy ot 

q~e1 trapped mecbaniem €a • 0•()67 P eV, wbere P 

18 the nwuber of per1pherial TT - electrons and th"s 

confirmed the electronic .n-.ture ot :the conduction 
current. 

SUver (1965) has d•vel.oped\a theoretical 
,.-

model tor cond~ot1on of o~~ent in insUlating liqUids 

which ~owe that it is possible to. oaJ.oUlate from the 

measur-..umt of potential distribution,- the rate ot I 

to~ation alld 11otion ot cba.rsee._ O~e consequence of 
. . ' .. 

his theory is that the conduot:t..vity is a tUDotion ot 
electrode spacing and the to~ 

••• 1.98 

wh~re • and B are const&Qta, V is the applied 

voltage, J is the current densi t.Y and L is the 

gap length. This theory expJ.a1ned suocesefuJ.ly the 

variation of conduct! vi ty w:L t~ electrode spacing at 

various constant voltage in bezusene, but the reeUl. t 

in nitro~enzene BUB8ested that the cathode acta as 
an 1njector of electrons. 

F&l~Jeuthan anct Venne Out ( 195.7) con at uded that 
-.-- .: 

tile enh'ID0811Jent ot !10nd~ot1v1t¥ 1n 1nauJ.at1ne ~1qu1d 
IDa,y be due to the, presence ot depressed conducting 

part.i al. es in the insUlating li<JU1ds. 
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Adamczewski and JaChym jo~ntly {1968) investigated 

the electrical conductivity on number of saturated hydro

carbons which are cha~acterised by the conductivities of 

two order of me.gni tude l.ower than those of other liquids 

+ and conal.uded that the natural conductivity values of 

~ organic liquids is a function of temperatures. They 

further observed that ~ong all the investigated organic 

compound which occurs in liquid state the lowest conduc

tivity values are found _in nonpolar liquids. 

Adamczewski (1969) measured the ionic mobilities 

in hexanee, heptanes and nonane, and other mixtures. He 

)<- observed that mobility val. ue in al.l cases lies between 

7.2 x 10-5 to 5-.8 x 1o-4 cm2v-1sec-1 • 

Gaspar~ ~d Gosse (1970) gave a Clear evidence 

of ionic conduct~on in pol.ar dielectric. They used mem

brane~. el.ectrodes and g-.ve evidence for three distinct 

regions of conduction and in each case the conduction 

is ionic in natut"e. ~~ is due to the impurities at low

and medium fields and injections of ions at high fields. 

~- T.hey observed oonsiderabl.e err~tic variation of current 

with time under electric field. 

Lohneysen and Na.gerl. ( 1971) determined the mobi

lity of polar li.quids by temporal variation of current 

method and conCluded that the existance of natural charge 

carriers in liquids are of two kinds having mobilities 
i.A+ -
ILl and /-1-z_ • 
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Nioolan, S$careanu and Moiseecu (1971) etu~ied 

the electric8.1 conductanbe a,f n- butyl and amyl al-eohol 

in th~ ·temperatur" r~ge of 0-97°0. The variation of 

conductance with temperature for those alephatic alco

boJ.e was expJ.ained ~n the light of intermolecular hydro-, 

gen bonding and conCluded that intermolecular hydrogen 

bo~ding p~ays ~ i~pa,rtant ro~e in the mechanism of 

electrical conduc~ion. 

Sen and ~bosh (1974) and Ghosh and Sen (1980) 
' . 

determined the r.f. conductivity of some polar associat-

ing and non-associating dielectric liquids in the solu

tion of differe~t non-polar sol vents and temperatures . 

and-calculated the free ion density, ionic mobility and 

energy of activ~tion for conductivity. 

Ghosh, s.x., Ghosh A.K., and Acharyya s. (1980) 

established a relation for calculating the h.f. conduc

tivity of polar liquids in infinitely dilute nonpoJ.ar 

solvents at microwave region and showed that the h.f. 

conduotivi ty varies linearly with concentration. 

Ghosh and Choudhury (1982) measured the r.f. 

conductivity_ of pure gLycerol and glycerol water mixture 

at :1 KHz frequenof and ·at various concentrations over 

the temperature r~ge of 20° to 50°0 and calculated the 

ionic mobility and the average ion number density. They 

observed a mark~d decr~ase in eieotrical resistance with 
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the addit~on of water as impurity and thus confirmed 

that the impurity conduction prevails in pure polar 

liquid and tbe cond~ction of g1ycero~ water mixture i~ 

an exponential fdn6tion of concentration • 

Critical Foint. Phenomena in Electric Resistivity of 

Bin~y :Liquid Systems: 

63 

The phenomena of critical opalescence was first 

observed by Andrews {1869) in connection with his Qlassi

c~ investigation of carbon-dioxide isothermal. After 

that many investigators came forward to unveil the diffe

r~nt propertie·s such as scattering, change of diel ect.ric 

constant, viscosity, Ultrasonic absorption and electrical 

resistance or conductivity of critical opalescent binary 

liquid mixture ~t and very near to .critical temperature. 

Friedlan~er (1901) probably the first worker to 

report on the s~udy of transport phenomena for a binary 

liquid mixture near the critical point and showed quali

tatively that the electrical conductivity is less sensa

tive to critical behaviour than the viscosity in isobuty

ric acid-water mixture. 

Gammel and Angell (1972) studied the temperature 

dependence of the resistivity for the system isobutyric 

acid + water b~t c~uld not detect any influence due to 

critical fluctuations• Steib and Allen (1972) eetabli~h-ed 
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the existanoe of ~ ~t~ong divergence in the temperature 

derivative of the resistivity for the same binary liquid 

mixture ve7:y Close to. critical temperature T
0
.-

Again Stein and Al~en (1973) measured the elect

rical resistance of seaJ.ed solutions of isobutyric acid 

water at the critical composition in the reduced tem

perature range 3.3 x 10-7 ~ E ~ 6.6 x 10-2 , using a 

Jones a.c. bridge and lQck the amplifier. The tempera

ture derivative of the resistance exhibits a strong diver

genae very ClQee to T
0

• 

Further, Gammell and Angell (1974) measured th~ 

electrical condqoti vi ty of the same system for· severf(i .. 

concentratio~l ~d SJ.so at crit;i.caJ.· concentration. Measure-

ment were ma4e u~ing a hybrid conductance/viscosity cell 

a modifif;M ubb~hode v;i.scometer which permitted almost 

simUltaneous measurements of viscosity and conductance. 

The resUlts of their measurement indicated that, the 

electrical CQnductivity does not exhibit any critical 

anomaly down to 'l' 
0 

+ o.o,0 c even which it is wel.l. into 

:the region (T
0 

to T
0

+ 2°c), when the viscosity anomaly 

becomes apparent. 

Jasnow, Gold burg and Samura ( 1974) analysed the 

data of Stein and Allen and 

'value of 
. T - Tc . 

Tc 
t • 

ced by gravitational effects 

showed that the data below a 

= 5 x 1o-5 may be influen-

which has been not accounted 

for the original analysis. They suggested ~ fit equation 
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R R 1-.o<. of the form c- ::::::: At + Bt 
Rc 

the specific heat exponent), when the 

(where o1. is 

temperature range 

is above the value E = 5 x 1o-5• 

Shaw and Goldburg (1976) measured the electrical 

conductivity of several binary liquid systems such as 

pure phenol-water, KQl doped phenol water and isObQtyr!d 

acid-water nea~ their critical point. All the me~surement~ 

were made within the reduced temperature r~ge 10~5 ~ 

E ~ 10-2 and all the ·sy~tems showed Clearly the exiB-r 

t~ce of a sing~ar contribution to the conductivity. A 

least squares t~t of the data for the equation 

\'-(r ~ere ) oCt:.~+ O'bkg sqowed that tqe singular! ty could be 
t0.15 

characterised by ~ c~itical exponent ~ =0.70 
-0.10 

Critical point phenomena in the electrical resistivity 

of binary liquid system cs 2 + CH
3

CN and cs 2 + CH 3No2 
studied by Gopal et a1 (1976) •. They reported that the 

liquid mixture at the critical composition, the resistance 
b 

of the system above T0 follow the relation R =Rc-A (r- Tc) 
with the_ critical expon~nt b = 0.6 ~ 1 and below the 

conductivity of the two phases obey a relation 
. ~ 

( 02 ..., eli) = 8 ( Tc - T) 
with critical etpbnent (9 = o.34 + o.o~. 

~ 

Kumar and ~Qp~ (1919) measured the electrical 

resistance of tne bi~ary liquid system, cyclohexane + 

acetic ~ydrid• in the critical region ( ( % 1 o-6) 

both in the p~re mixture and when the mixture is doped 

with small $mount ( ~ 100 ppm) of H2o;n2o i·mpuri ties. 
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They showed tb~t the critical. exp_onent .. b ~ 0•'5 +n the 

fit of the resistance d~ta to the equation appreciably_ 
. . . I 

- dR 
by the impurities, but th-ere 1~ a sign reversal of d T 

in the non-c~itic~ region. 

Sen and Ghosh (1980) measured the r.f. conduc

tivity for methyl al.cohol + nhexane, methyl ~cohol + 

carbondisul.pllide and methyl aJ. cohol + cyclohexane at 

critical temperature. Ghosh and Datta (1985 ) measured 

the electrical conductivity and mobilit~ at critical 

solution ·t_emperature of five 'binary liquid systems and 

observed a sudden change in ionic mobility and viscosity 

of binary liq\iid solution at the critical point. 

SCOPE-AND OBJE;CWOF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION-

It is evident from the brief review of the eatlier 

works in both tqepretical and e~perimental aspects on 

dielectric relaxation time and electrical. conductivity_ 

of polar liquids that it is possible to obtain certain· 

informations regarding the state of a system and the 

structure of the molecUles. The interaction of electro

magnetic field with polar molecules results into the 

orientation polarization of molecules which gives rise 

to dielectric relaxation. It has been admitted that 

dielectri-c relaxation offei" an important method to study 

the dipole-moment and. the shape and size of the mole-

~ cule in the pure and dilute state. 
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Various methods have been reported for determ·i

rcU.axation time ( "'t' ) of pure ~iquids and even 

the re~a.Xatioli time in dU ute so~ uti on of nonpo~ar so~ vents, 

but it invites a Slight person~ error within a certain 

range. Reoen~~ in the ~rocess of determi~atio~ of dipo~e 

moment ( )1., ) 9f po~~r ~iq.~ds in nonpolar aolven~ from 

the r.f. eo11duc~:l:vi ty m·f!a~urement shows ~h~t the relax~ 

tion time ( 7: ) ' piays a very s~gnificant role in 

yielding the proper val. ue of dipole mom en~ ( /'{ ) • Thi$ · 

particular id~a open the door to evaluate the relaxation 

time at 4U ute so:;t uti on ( Ts ) from tbe high frequency 

o~ mi~rowave cond~ctivity data. The method of determi-

: nation of 't based on sound mathematical. foundation • 

. The accurate Val. ue of Ts of the polar solute is of 

··much. importapce as it throw much light on ·the structure 

·of the mo~ecule and also for calculating the exact value 

·of dipo~e moment •. 

The ultra l:ligh frequency (UHF) and microwave 

conductivity da~a in the low concentration region are 

of much interest as they reveal a completely different 

situation in comparison to those of higl:l concentration 

regiono 

The Q.ipo~~molQ.ellt cal.culation from 1;he va1ue of 

relaxation ti~e ~ "(5 ) of polar solute in non polar 

so~yent at ldwer .and b~gher concentration giv$s an idea 

of the formation of monomer. and dimer. It also predict 

the associ~tion of polar unit. 
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Thus it may be con~uded that the variation in 

the vBJ.ue of di:pole moment ( ~j ) at diff~rent co~cen

tration$ fQr ~h~ ~~bs~ituted molecules in ben~ene may 

be due to (1,) th~ difference in the v~ue of gro~p 

moments and (~i) inductive effect. 

Purther t~e variation of r.f. conductivity, 

relaxation tim~ and thermodynami caJ. parameters of some 

alephatie monohydric alcohol in a nonpolar solvent at 

various concentrations and temperatures gives an idea 

of th.e rate of breaking of hydrogen bonding of the 

liquids with dU ution and aJ. so the dipole orientation 

at infinite dilution. 

Thus the scope and object of the present 

investigatio~s were as follows : -

(I) To st~dy the microwave conductivity and dipole-, . 

experiment$l. ref!lul ts will reveal some fresh ideas on 

the variation of <lipolemoment with temperature of organic 

polar l.:l,quids. 

(II) To study the microwave conductivity and dipol.e-

moment of subs~i tuted benzenes, the expe.rimentaJ. conduc-

. tivity data o! polar, nonpolar liquid mixtures at lower 

and higher concentration region may give some suggestion 

~n 'the formation of.dimer and monomer at higher and lower 

· concentrations of the mixture. 
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(III) ~be Ultra high frequency conductivity data of 

polar~nonpol~r liquid m~xtures at infinite dilution 

may be used to -~tim$te the temperature and concentra

tion dependence of dipole moment of the following 

liquids (a) N-~ethyl acetamide in benzene (b) N-methyl 

acetamide in dioxa~e and (c) p-Bromonitrobenzene in 

benzene. 

(IV) The ¢o~ductivity, relaxation time apd energy 

of activ$tion of some al.iphatic alcohol in ben~ene at 

:infinite d~lutio~ may suggest that the rotation of 

dipole molecuie ~s not hin~ered by the interact~on witA 

· the ot4er ne1.ghb1>u.rins; di~ole molecules,· t~e rotatio~ 

. is due to rotational orientatiQn of the (•OR) group 

. of a molecUle. 

(V) The ~xperimenta:L data of energy of activation 

and dipo~e r,1oment of water may be used to cal. culate the 

correfation factor • g• of water, which may be used· to 

compute.the ~e~ding of the bond angles with temperature. 

{VI) The el~ctrical conductivity of binary opalescent 

:liquid mixture near · critical temperature measured at 

·radio frequency (400 KHz) in order to study the high 
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frequency effect on critical exponent e and to show 

that the r~sUlt$ are consistent with the existance of 

a cond ucti vi t1r siagul ari t1r of the form rr:. - Ar 9 
., .. , " smg- ~ 

The ijxpe+imental resUlts and discussions 

of the wor~s h~v~ been presented in chapter IIt to 

chapter VIII e.n4 e. swiuna:ry of the results is given 

· in chapter IX. 
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